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PREFACE

The Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center (ECAC) is a Department of
Defense facility, established to provide advice and assistance on electromagnetic
compatibility matters to the Secretary of Defense, the Joint Chiefs of Staff , the military
departments and other DoD components. The Center, located at North Severn, Annapolis,
Maryland 21402, is under executive control of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Communication, Command, Control, and Intelligence and the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of
Staff, or their designees, who jointly provide policy guidance, assign projects, and establish
priorities. ECAC functions under the direction of the Secretary of the Air Force and the
management and technical direction of the Center are provided by military and civil service
personnel. The technical operations function is provided through an Air Force sponsored
contract with the I IT Research Institute (IITR I).

This report was prepared for the Systems Research and Development Service of the
Federal Aviation Administration in accordance with Interagency Agreement
DOT- FA7OWA I- 175, as part of AF Project 649E under Contract F-19628-76-C-0017, by the
staff of the lIT Research Institute at the Department of Defense Electromagnetic
Compatibility Analysis Center.

To the extent possible, all abbreviations and symbols used in this report are taken from
American Standard Y10.19 (1967) “Units Used in Electrical. Science and Electrical
Engineering” issued by the USA Standards Institute. -

Reviewed by:

NORMAN THEBERGE ~~~J.M. DETERDING (
Project Engineer, IITRI Director of Contractor!Operations

Approved by:

HOMAS A. ANDERSON M. A. SKEATH
Colonel, USAF Special Projects
Director Deputy Director
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FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION
SYSTEMS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICE

SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT STAFF

STATEMENT OF MISSION

The mission of the Spectrum Management Staff is to assist the Department of State,
Off ice of Telecommunications Policy, and the Federal Communications Commission in
assuring the FAA’s and the nation’s aviation interests with sufficient protected
electromagnetic telecommunications resources throughout the world to provide for the safe
conduct of aeronautica l flight by fostering effective and efficient use of a natural
resource--the electromagnetic radio-frequency spectrum.

This objective is achieved through the following services:

• Planning and defending the acquisition and retention of sufficient radio-frequency
spectrum to support the aeronautica l interests of the nation, at home and abroad, and
spectrum standardization for the world’s iwiation community.

• Providing research, analysis, engineering, and evaluation in the development of
spectrum related policy, planning, standards, criteria, measurement equipment, and
measurement techniques.

• Conducting electromagnetic compatibility analyses to determine intra/inter-system
viability and design parameters , to assure certification of adequate spectrum to support
system operational use and projected growth patterns, to defend the aeronautical
services spectrum from encroachment by others, and to provide for the efficient use of
the aeronautical spectrum.

• Developing automated frequency-selection computer programs/routines to provide
frequency planning, frequency assignment, and spectrum analysis capabilities in the
spectrum supporting the National Airspace System.

• Providing spectrum management consultation, assistance, and guidance to all aviation
interests, users, and providers of equipment and services , both national and
international -
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The proposed active Beacon Collision Avoidance System (BCAS)

analyzed in this report provides the collision-avoidance function

for BCAS-equipped aircraft against aircraft with either Air Traffic

Control Radar Beacon System (ATCRBS) or Discrete Address Beacon

System (DABS) transponders. This system actively elicits replies

from other beacon-equipped aircraft in the vicinity by transmitting

both ATCRBS- and DABS-type interrogations. The Federal Aviation

Administration (FAA), the system proposal developer, requested the

Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center (ECAC) to perform

this analysis.

A computer model of the proposed active BCAS was developed .

The model simulates interrogations generated by aircraft equipped

with BCAS and merges these signals with those generated by the ground

system in the DABS/ATCRBS Performance Prediction Model (PPM).

Predictions were made to determine the impact of active BCAS

electromagnetic emissions on the ATCRBS ground interrogator located

at Washington, D.C., National Airport for the hypothetical 1981 en-

vironment. Predictions were made for an all-ATCRBS interrogator

ground environment and for a mixed environment of 25% DABS sensors

and 75% ATCRBS interrogators. Predictions were also made to deter-

mine fruit rates at an airborne interrogator and to evaluate the

effects of variations in the BCAS/DABS power programming scheme.

The performance of the ground systeI~I is determined with and

without BCAS-equipped aircraft in the environment. The performance

is determined statistically in terms of rep l y h-it-miss histories ,

target detection and mode A (identity) and mode C (altitude) val-

idation . Other interference conditions , such as individual garbles

and reply blanking by DABS roll-call fruit, arc also investigated .

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ --.. . _______
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (Continued)

Based on the predictions, it was determined that deploying

active BCAS in the 1981 Washington, D.C., environment will result

in a slight reduction in aircraft reply probability , but not suf-

ficiently to impact the ATCRBS ground receiver/processor performance.

Other predictions showed that instantaneous fruit rates at an

airborne BCAS of up to 7200/s could be expected at 20,000 feet and

that DABS power programming had no effect on BCAS-generated inter-

ference in the Washington ATCRBS environment.

vi
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SEC fION 1

INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUN D

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), wh ich is respons ible
for aviation safety, was directed by Congress to f ind a reliab le

Collision Avoidance System (CAS). Several systems that are compat-

ible with the existing FAA Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon System

(ATCRBS) signal formats have been proposed. These systems are gen-

erally referred to as Beacon Collision Avoidance Systems (BCAS).

These systems are either active or passive. Passive systems moni-

tor replies elicited by ground-based interrogations . Active sys-

tems transmit interrogations from airborne interrogators .

One current ly proposed BCAS ,1 as analyzed in this report , has

a signal format which is compatible with the signal formats of both

the existing ATCRBS and the proposed Discrete Address Beacon System
(DABS). This BCAS is intended to provide the CAS function in a mixed

environment of DABS- and ATCRBS-transponder-equipped aircraft . It

is an active system capable of interrogating both DABS- and ATCRBS-

equipped aircraft as opposed to passive systems that monitor the

existing signal environment .

Active BCAS interrogations may degrade the ATCRBS /DABS ground
system by causing add itional transponder dead time , thus lowering

the probab ility of reply and impacting processor performance when
combined with increased fruit rates. The FAA tasked ECAC to inves-

tigate the impac t of active BCAS opera tion on ATCRBS perfor mance in
a hypothetical Washington, D .C . , area early 1980 ’s environmen t (based
on the 1975 environmen t increased by 20% ) .  Two ground env i ronmen ts ,

1Prel iminary Draf t, Active BCAS Engineer ing Requi remen t, FAA ,
Wash ington , D.C., 1 June 1976.

1

a
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one cons isting of only ATCRBS interroga tors and the other a 25%/7 5%
mix of DABS sensors/ATCRBS interroga tors , were considered .

OBJECTIVE

The objective of the analysis was to determine the electromag-

netic impact of active BCAS on ATCRBS in the postulated Washington ,

D.C., early 1980’s environment.

APPROACH

Using the time-event-store DABS/ATCRBS Performance Prediction

Model (PPM), appended with a submodel of the active BCAS, an analy-

sis was conducted to determine the impact of active BCAS electro-

magnetic emissions on the performance of the ATCRBS ground system.

The performance of the ATCRBS was predicted with and without

the active BCAS in the Washington , D.C. , common ATC env ironmen t,
which was generated from Suitland enroute site radar target print-

outs supplemented with FAA forecasts for future air environments.

Baseline performance was established in the runs made without BCAS .

There were 198 transponder - equipped aircraft in the early 1980

postulated environment, 154 of which were assumed to be BCAS-equipped
wi th DABS transponders , w ith the remaining 44 aircraf t assumed to
be equipped with ATCRBS transponders with both mode A (identity) and

mode C (altitude) capability . Two ground environments were modeled .

One, cons isting entirel y of ATCRBS interroga tors , was selected from
ECAC ’s 1FF files . The other, consisting of 25% DABS sensors and

75% ATCRBS interrogators , wa s created by chang ing FAA site interro-
gators to DABS sensors. ATCRBS ground system performance was evalu-

ated in terms of the predicted ability of the ground system to detect

targets, and validate mode A and mode C codes . The model was also

used to perform a parametric analys is of the power programm i n g feature
of the SCAS, and to predict fruit rates at an airborne BCAS interro-
gator.

2
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SECTION 2

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

ATCRBS/DABS AIR TRAFFIC SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS

ATCRBS

The ATCRBS2 consists of airborne transponders , ground-stationed

interrogator, antenna system , and processing equipment . ATCRBS in-

terrogations are transmitted at the rate of several hundred per sec-

ond using a narrow beam (10_ 4 0) antenna which rotates to cover a
full 360° of azimuth several times per minute.

All aircraft equipped with ATCRBS transponders and that are

within line-of-sight and located in the antenna mainbeam can reply.

Interrogators may elicit 20 or more replies from each aircraft with-

in the mainbeam.

The principal information determined from the replies consists

of aircraf t range , azimuth, identification, and altitude. The sys-

tem processor automatically disp lays th is information for usc by
the air traffic controller.

The increase in air traffic and number of ground interrogators

has in turn increased demands on this system, thus taxing its via-

bility, and has led to the development of DABS as a replacement of

ATCRBS. A complete description of ATCRBS can be found in Reference 2.

2nU S National Standard for the 1FF MARK X (SIF)/Air Traffic Con-
trol Radar Beacon System Characteristics,” Agency Order l0lO.51A
FAA, Washington, D.C., March 1971.

1

~ 
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DABS

DABS 3 is being designed to be compatible with the existing
ATCRBS , because the transition will be gradual and the air traffic
control (ATC) function must be maintained while both ATCRBS and

DABS transponders and interrogators are in use.

In addition to the ATC function, the DABS system has the capa-

bility of providing intermittent positive control (IPC), an auto-
matic ground-based conflict detection and resolution service.

The principal difference between ATCRBS and DABS is the use of
discretely addressed interrogations by DABS . Since each a i rcraf t
has a unique address , it will reply only to its unique address once
a track has been initiated. By tracking each aircraft and using

the unique address capability, DABS is able to schedule interroga-
tions both to minimize uplink transmission rates and prevent syn-

chronous garble. A complete description of DABS is contained in

Reference 3.

BCAS - GENERAL

The active BCAS (FIGURE 1) analyzed in this report is intended

to provide the collision avoidance function during the evolution

of DABS IPC and in areas outside ground IPC coverage thereafter. It

is designed to detect and track ATCRBS- or DABS-transponder-equipped
aircraft that present a possible collision threat to the BCAS-equipped
aircraft. Active BCAS uses airborne DABS and ATCRBS interrogators

operating at low interrogation rates to obtain altitude, range and
range rate data of aircraft in the surrounding environment . -

3Drouilhet, P. R., DABS: A System Description, FAA-RD-74-189,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Lincoln Laboratory, Lexington,

• MA, 18 November 1974.

4
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AIR CRAFT-TO -AIRCRAFT INTERROGATION
AND RECEIV E FUNCTIONS

TO AIRCRAFT

ATCRBS/ DABS Top ANTENNA
TRANSMITTER

BCAS
COMPUTER

BCAS
RECEIVER

ANTENNA

~~~~SPON~~R 
NETWORK

I NORMAL DABS FUNCTIONS
[ (TRANSMIT . R ECEIVE AND DATA LINK )
COCKPIT
DISPLAY

IC) -AI RU(AFT

BOTTOM ANTENNA

FIGURE 1. ACTIVE BCAS.

The BCAS computer establishes and updates a track of encountered
aircraft in altitude and range, determines potential collisions and

then displays to the pilot the appropriate avoidance-maneuver pro-

cedure.

The BCAS system also requires deployment of a ground-based DABS

desensitization control unit transponder at each airport where aircraft

separations resulting from normal ATC procedures would resul t in
unacceptably high false alarm rates . These DABS transponders would

be interrogated by BCAS-equipped aircraf t and the resul ting replies
recognized as coming from a desensitization control unit (DCII).

BCAS will then compute its own range and altitude to the DCU and ter-

minate its own CAS function within range and altitude limits specified

in the desensitization unit ground-to-air link .

5
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The two modes of SCAS operation , ATCRBS and DABS, arc described

in detail below.

BCAS/ATCRBS MODE

In the ATCRBS mode (FIGURE 2), SCAS interrogates on mode C

(altitude mode) using both the top- and bottom-mounted antennas. At

altitudes above 10,000 feet, 500 watts is transmitted from the top

antenna and 125 watts from the bottom antenna, less transmission . 

-

line losses. At altitudes below 10,000 feet, the BCAS airborne

interrogator transmitter output power is reduced by 6 dB, since the

required coverage range is decreased.

The ATCRBS mode interrogation procedure is a function of the

garble (overlapping reply level) at the BCAS receiver. A low-density

interrogation procedure is employed when the number of detected

overlapping replies is less than four. A high-density interrogation

procedure is employed when the number of detected overlapping re-

plies is four or more.

Low-Density Procedure

When less than four overlapping replies are received, a full-

power mode C interrogation is transmitted from the top antenna.

Approximately 350 u s later, after receiving replies , a Pl-P2 sup-

pression pulse pair is transmitted from the top antenna at the same

power as the interrogation. Those transponders that received the in-

terrogation from the top antenna will be suppressed by this procedure.

While they are still suppressed (approximately 20 us after trans-

• mission of the Pl-P2 suppression), a mode C interrogation is trans-

mitted from the bottom antenna. This procedure is repeated once

per second.

6 
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High Density Procedure (Whisper-Shout)

When four or more overlapping replies are detected, a procedure

(FIGURE 2) designed to subdivide the air traffic population into
smaller groupings is employed. This technique has previously been

called “whisper-shout.” A series of eight interrogations/suppressions

is transmitted from the top antenna at the relative power levels

shown in TABLE 1. The maximum transmitter output peak power is

assumed to be 500 watts, as for the ATCRBS transponder. This pro-

cedure takes advantage of the variation in transponder sensitivity,

aircraft antenna pattern and range to subdivide the aircraft popu-

lation into smaller groups, by suppressing all aircraft previously

interrogated before transmitting the next interrogation. By sub-

dividing the aircraft population in this manner, the number of over-

lapping replies is reduced to a level that the BCAS computer can

handle. The spacing used between successive interrogations is

approximately 350 us. Prior to each interrogation, except the first,

a Pl-P2 suppression pulse pair is transmitted at the power of the

previous interrogation. This procedure is repeated once per second.

TABLE 1

BCAS RELATIVE POWER LEVJ~LS
(ATCRBS MODE STEPS AND I)ABS MODE POWER PROGRAMMI N ( )

Step Power Relative to Maximuma (dB)

1 —19
2 -16
3 -14
4 -12
5 -10
6 - 8
7 - 4
8 0 (maximum )

a500 watts

8
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ATCRBS Mode Jitter

To prevent synchronous interference while interrogating in the

ATCRBS mode , BCAS spaces ATCRBS interrogation trials at 1 + k second

intervals , where k is random ly assigned a value between +0.1 and

-0.1. This procedure is referred to as j i t ter .

BCAS/DABS MODE

In the BCAS/DABS mode (FIGURE 3), the BCAS interrogator listens

for DABS aircraft transmissions (squitter) and interrogates individ-

ual aircraft using the DABS aircraft discrete address. Active in-

terrogations are made during initial range acquisition , when tracking

outside the horizontal alarm volume and when tracking inside the

horizontal alarm volume. The alarm volumes and tracking procedures

are described below .

Alarm Volume

There arc two alarm volumes associated with the DABS mode as

shown in FIGURE 3: the vertical alarm volume , wh i ch is the airspace

2000 feet above and below the BCAS aircraft; and horizontal alarm

volume, which is the airspace within a var iable distance of 1 to 11

nmi. Horizontal alarm volume is a function of closure rate and is

computed as 1 nmi plus the closure rate in nmi/s times 30 seconds.

Squitter Acquisition -

Deployment of active BCAS will require that each DABS trans-

ponder-equipped aircraft transmit a squittered reply containing al-

titude and address information at a rate of approximately once per

second . BCAS receivers listen to these squittered transmissions and

9
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compute altitude separation and altitude closure rate between their

own aircraft and the DABS-equipped intruder . When these computations
indicate that the intruder will penetrate the vertical alarm volume,

BCAS directs addressed interrogations to the intruder aircraft. If

the intruder aircraft is above the BCAS aircraft , the top antenna
is used for these interrogations; if it is below , the bottom antenna
is used.

Initial Range Acquisition

The initial range interrogation procedure consists of a max i-
mum of eight interrogations (at a maximum power of 500 watts) to

obtain range and range rate of the intruding aircraft. The actual

number of interrogations (2-8) used is a function of reply overlaps

and missing replies and will be discussed later.  The BCAS computer
uses range and range rate information to determine if the int ruding
aircraft has entered or will enter the horizontal alarm volume . If

there are no replies to the initial range acquisition attempt , the

procedure will be repeated at 10-second intervals as long as the

aircraft remains in the vertical alarm volume .

Tracking Outside Horizontal Alarm Volume

While an intruder aircraft remains outside the horizontal alarm
volume , but within the vertical alarm volume , it will  be tracked by
discretely addressed active BCAS interrogations. The time at which

the intruder aircraft could reach the horizontal alarm volume plus
1 nautical mile is estimated based on the assumption of a maximum

closure rate of 1000 knots. Active interrogations arc sent out at

this time to update the track. The maximum t ime al lowed between
updates is 10 seconds and the minimum , I second. A maximum of e ig ht

interrogations per update interval are transmitted u n t i l  two sue-
cessful interrogations are completed .

11
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Tracking Inside Horizontal Alarm Volume

When an aircraft enters the horizontal alarm volume, a power
programming schem e is employed which attempts to interrogate at re- —

duced power as the aircraft range is reduced. Eight power levels

(the same relative levels as shown in TABLE 1 for the ATCRBS mode)
are used. During the first 5 seconds of tracking in the horizontal
alarm volume , DABS interrogations are transmitted at full power
(500 watts). If not more than three successive interrogation fail-

ures occur during this time, the power level is reduced one step and

held at the new power setting for 5 seconds. This process cont inues

until the minimum usable power is reached. If three successive
failures occur, the power is raised a step.

DABS BCAS Mode Interrogation Rates

The rate at which BCAS interrogates DABS aircraft is a function
of the number of missing and overlapped replies.

While tracking an aircraft within the horizontal alarm volume

plus 1 nautical mile, BCAS continuously interrogates at a rate that

varies from one to four interrogations per second. If replies are

garbled (four or more overlapping replies), the rate is four inter-

rogations per second . If there are missed replies , the interrogation -

rate is two per second. If rep lies are successfully recei ved (neither
missed nor garbled) the rate is one interrogation per second .

While tracking outside the horizontal alarm volume plus 1

nautical mile , interrogations occur until two successful replies are
returned or a maximum of eight interrogations are transmitted .

12
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SECTION 3

MODEL DESCRIPTION

GENERA L

The computerized model used to simulate active BCAS operation

in the DABS/ATCRBS environment consists of a BCAS submodel merged
with ECAC ’s DABS/ATCRBS PPM (Performance Prediction Model). The A
model is written in FORTRAN V and is run on ECAC ’s Univac 1110 Com-

puter.

The DABS/ATCRBS PPM consists of a number of subroutines that

simulate the operation of a DABS or ATCRBS victim interrogator in
an environment consisting of both DABS and ATCRBS sensors and trans-
ponders. The performance of an interrogator of interest is predicted - :

in terms of transponder reply histories, fruit rate , and automated
processor target detection and code validation .

The active BCAS routine models the operation of all the airborne
BCAS interrogators in the environment. It generates DABS BCAS in-

terrogation and ATCRBS BCAS interrogation and suppression arriva l

times at each airborne transponder. These BCAS signals are then
merged with the signa l environment created by the ground system in-
terrogators at the input to the transponder mode l in the DABS/ATCRBS
PPM.

The model is run with and without the BCAS submodel to evaluate
the impact of BCAS on ground system performance. A more detailed

description of the BCAS routine and the DABS/ATCRBS PPM follows.

13 
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DABS/ATCRBS Performance Prediction Model

The DABS/ATCRBS/IFF MARK XII System PPM or DABS/ATCRBS PPM

provided the foundation for the BCAS modeling and analysis effort.

The DABS PPM was originally developed as part of the DABS Spectrum

Management Program to provide a prediction capability that simulates

the proposed coexistence of the DABS and ATCRBS air traffic control

systems.

The DABS/ATCRBS PPM is a time-event-store model or the system

functions of the DABS and ATCRBS. The standard model i nputs consist

of the three basic categories listed in TABLES 2 and 3.

TABLE 2

DABS/ATCRBS PPM INPUTS -

Sensor/Interrogator Environment Transponder Environment

Latitude Latitude

Longitude Longitude

Site Elevation/Antenna Height Altitude

Output Power Output Power

Receiver Sensitivity Receiver Sensitivity

Sidelobe Suppression Type Mode Capability

Pulse Repetition Frequency Antenna Type
Mode Interlace

Antenna

Mainbeam Gain/Width

Sidelobe Gain/Width

Backlobe Gain/Width

Scan Rate

14
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TABLE 3

DABS/ATCRBS PPM I~ CHARACTERISTICS

Interrogator Environment Selection Radius
Range Factor
STC Characteristics
ATCRBS , Processor Target Detection Parameters
Target Start
Begin Validation
Target End
Target Detection Threshold
Range Bin Size or Correlation

Simulation Time

Input. The simulation cycle for the DABS/ATCRBS PPM is one

pulse repetition period (PRP) of the victim interrogator or inter-

rogator-of-interest (Is). For DABS sensors, one PRP is defined as

the time between transmissions of all-call interrogations . A flow

diagram of the DABS/ATCRBS PPM is shown in FIGURE 4. Subroutine

INPUT , shown in the figure, performs the basic functions of reading
in all input data , performing the interrogator f i le  radius cull ,
and ordering the environmental data into the appropriate arrays for

efficient access by later routines.

Channel Management. The main loop of program execution begins

in subroutine ACTIVE. In ACTIVE, all DABS sensors search their ac-

tive target list to determine which targets, based on last reported

range and az imuth , are expected to be in the mainbeam during the
present simulation cycle. The active target list is maintained in

subroutine ACTIVE by means of a target list update which is accom-

plished for all DABS sensors in the simulated environment. The tar-

get list update is based on the results of past all-call and roll-

call transactions attempted wi th DABS-equipped aircraft .

15
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INPUT
ENVIRONMENTAL FILES
INTERROGATOR OF INTEREST
CHARACTER ISTICS

CHANNEL —

MANAGEMENT

DABS ROLL CALL
SCHEDULING

ARR IVAL ~~MES ~~ ~~~~~O~ E~
N
~ULL

TRANSPONDER
MODELS

DOWNLINK u’uj DOWNLINK
ARR I VAL TIMES 

~ J~~ OWER CULL

DABS AND ATCRBS
PROCESSORS

OUTPUT
REPLY HISTORIES
FRUIT RATES
TARGET EVALUATION

FIGURE 4. DABS/ATCRBS PPM FLOW DIAGRAM.
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DABS Scheduling . After completing the channel management por-

tion of the program in subroutine ACTIVE, program control is passed

to subroutine ROLCAL. ROLCAL establishes the all-call and roll-call

interrogation times for the present simulation cycle. Roll-call

transactions are scheduled to the appropriate targets in decreasing

range order and are spaced so as to avoid synchronous garble and

overlapping of the transmit and receive functions.

Uplink Power Cull. The arrival times of all types of interfering

interrogations and suppressions for each DABS- or ATCRBS-equipped

aircraft in the I ‘s mainbeam are established in subroutines DABINT
0

and Pl-P2. First, the coupling between the interferer and I
~ 

antennas

is determined based on their respective rotation rates and the elapsed

time from the last simulation cycle. Subroutine PLOSS is accessed

to calculate the received signal strength at the transponder based

on free-space path loss, sensor output power, line loss, and sensor

and aircraft antenna gains. If the signal level is greater than the

transponder sensitivity, the interrogation or sidelobe suppression

time is stored in the appropriate array.

Transponder Models. Subroutine OVR LAP simulates the operation
of the transponder. For either a DABS- or ATCRBS-equipped aircraft,

the arrival time of the I
~ 

interrogation is compared with the arrival

times of each type of interfering signal (other interrogation or SLS).

OVRLAP then determines whether the I
~ 

interrogation signal is decoded

depending on the dead time attendant to each i nterfering signal.

Other interference devices, such as false sidelohe suppressions and

interniode garble, are also checked by the transponder model. The

model then outputs the reply times generated by the signal environ-

ment for all replies which pass the downlink power cull. These times

are based on the transmission time of the interrogation, the propa-

gation time and the processing time at the transponder.

17
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Downlink Power Cull. The calculation of nonsynchronous reply

arrival times is accomplished in subroutines FRUIT and SLFRT, with

FRUIT determining 10 mainbeam arrival times and signal strengths and

SLFRT performing the same operations for the 1~ sidelobes. The model

operation in these subroutines calculates the arrival time and sig-

nal strength of fruit replies to the I~ . Those replies which pass

the downlink power cull are retained for the processor routines.

DABS Processor. Several target evaluators are built into the

model to accommodate variations in the types of FAA processors. The

basic routine is subroutine PROCES, which simulates the processing

of DABS all-call and roll-call replies. PROCES receives as input

the arrival times of each type of reply, synchronous and nonsyn-

chronous, entering the processor. The arrival times are checked for

overlaps, and a determination is made as to whether the valid replies

are decoded correctly based on the location and length of the error,

the type of overlapping reply, and the relative signal strengths.

ATCRBS Processor. The simulation of the ATCRBS processor, sub-

routine ATEVAL, maintains hit and miss counts for each in-process

target, and correlates replies whose time-of-arrival places them in

the range bin appropriate to the type of processor used with the 10.

The times-of-arrival are also used to determine reply overlaps. Gar-

ble flags are maintained for each target in the course of simulating

code validation processes.

Output. The model outputs are summarized in TABLE 4. The out-
puts from the DABS and ATCRBS target processors arc fed back to the

beginning of the simulation cycle, subroutine ACTIVE. Another cycle

is then initiated based on the completion of roll-call transactions,

the acquisition of new targets by all-call , and the transition of old
targets out of and new targets into the mainbeam of the I .

18
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TABLE 4

DABS/ATCRBS PPM OUTPUTS

Transponder Performance

Probability of reply to the I~ for each aircraft

Target run lengths

Reply histories

Reply arrival times
Location of missed replies in run length
Cause of missed replies
Identity of interferer

Interrogator-of-Interest Performance

Fruit rate after each simulation cycle

ATCRBS
All call
Roll call

Fruit reply times and garbles

Valid reply times

ATCRBS target detection summaries
Target declaration
Code validation indicator
Azimuth and range
Target start and end azimuths

DABS transactions

Reply times
Garble conditions
Azimuth and range -

BCAS SIMULATION ROUTINE

The BCAS routine provides the DABS/ATCRBS PPM with arrival times

of BCAS signals at each transponder in the modeled environment by

creating arrays that store the arrival times of four types of signals

19
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that may arrive at each transponder from all deployed BCAS. The

four signal types are:

1. ATCRBS interrogations

2. ATCRBS suppressions

3. DABS interrogations with the address of the DABS

target transponder

4. DABS interrogations with an address other than that

of the DABS target transponder.

Simulation of BCAS/ATCRBS

The BCAS routine generates all BCAS ATCRBS mode interrogat i on

and suppression times. To determine the BCAS interrogation schedule

in the ATCRBS mode, it is necessary to first determine if the BCAS

is operating in a low-density environment (transmitting one inter-

rogation and one suppression per second) or a high-density environ-
ment (transmitting the 8-step power programming procedure).

The state of each SCAS (less than four overlapping replies for

low-density operation and four or more for high-density operation)

is determined by combining the number of synchronous overlapping

desired replies with the asynchronous arrival of fruit overlaps. The

number of synchronous overlaps is determined by finding the maximum

number of ATCRBS aircraft contained in any l.65-nm i range increment

about the BCAS aircraft. These aircraft will return replies that

overlap a 20.3-iis reply train length. The number of asynchronous

replies is found by assuming a Poisson arrival distribution of air-

borne fruit obtained through interaction with the DABS/ATCRBS PPM.

Once the SCAS routine determines which SCAS interrogators arc

in power programming, a power cull between each BCAS interrogator

5- and ATCRBS-equipped aircraft is made to determine the rate at which

20
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signals arrive above the ATCRBS transponder s e n s i t i v i t y .  1hc BCAS
routine assumes the ATCRBS-transponder-equipped aircraft receive on

5- bottom-mounted antennas. The random jitter feature of the BCAS/ATCRBS

interrogation mode is simulated by pseudorandomly generating the

time of the first interrogation in an ATCRBS trial . During the low-

density operation a Pl-P2 suppression pulse pair follows this inter-

rogation by 330 us. The Pl-P2 interrogation pulse pair from the

bottom antenna is scheduled 20 us after the suppression. During high-

density operation, the additional six interrogations from the top

antenna and the one from the bottom antenna are scheduled at 350-us

intervals. Each is preceded by a Pl-P2 suppression pulse pair 20 us

prior to the interrogation.

Simulation of BCAS/DABS

To simulate the DABS signal environment, all DABS outputs of

one BCAS are found. These outputs are then passed against all air-

craft transponders in the modeled environment. Two arrays, one with

arrival rates of DABS interrogations having the DABS target address

and one with DABS interrogations having addresses other than that of

the target aircraft, are maintained. The BCAS routine cycles through

all BCAS-equipped aircraft and updates the arrival rate arrays by

adding the effects of each BCAS as its outputs are created.

The BCAS routine uses the following step-by-step procedure to

generate the signal environment at any one DABS aircraft :

L 

1. Check identification to insure target aircraft is

DABS-transponder-equipped .

2. Eliminate from consideration any DABS aircraft that

remain outside the BCAS vertical alarm distance (±2000 feet) during

the simulation.

21
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3. Compute the power levels of the squittered DABS replies

received by the subject BCAS from the target aircraft and eliminate

the aircraft from consideration if the reply is received bel ow the

BCAS receiver sensitivity.

4. Compute the power levels of the BCAS interrogations . 
-

received by the DABS aircraft and the power levels of the DABS air-

craft replies received by BCAS. If no communication is established,

the BCAS interrogation rate will be 8 interrogations every 10 seconds

for an effective rate of 0.8 interrogations per second. (Initial

range acquisition is repeated at 10-second intervals.)

5. Compute range and range rate if communication link is

established in step 4. Compute horizontal alarm volume as the dis-

tance required for separation to be reduced to 1 nmi in 30 seconds

at the current range rate. If range is within the horizontal alarm

volume, BCAS transmissions are scheduled in step 6; if outside this

volume, in step 7.

6. Compute the signal environment for BCAS to DABS air-

craft inside the horizontal alarm volume. The model computes the

expected interrogation rate for continuous tracking and assumes the

minimum power programming level capable of establishing communication

with each DABS aircraft with respect to each SCAS aircraft. The

Engineering Requirement (Reference 1) of the proposed BCAS system

states that the rate of interrogation will be one per second while

replies are successfully elicited; two per second when any replies

are missed; and four per second when any replies are garbled. Test

data’ supplied to ECAC shows the probability of successfully decoding

a DABS reply, P(dc), as a function of fruit rate and received power
level. This information is used in the model to compute the prob-

ability of garble, P(g) = 1-P(dc). The probability of a target miss

P(m) is obtained from the target reply history through intcr;ictio:i

~McDona1d, T. S., BCAS DABS Reply Processing Performance Analysis,
Report No. 42W-5062, Massachusetts Institute of Technology , Lincoln
Laboratory, Lexington, MA, 8 October 1976.
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with the DABS/ATCRBS PPM. When replies are neither garbled nor

missed, a successful target hit is assumed with the probability of

a hit, P(h) = l-P(g)-P(m)+P(m) P(g). Thus, the expected interroga-

tion rate for any BCAS-DABS couplet E(INTRT) is computed as E(INTRT) =

1 x P(h) + 2 x P(m) + 4 x P(g). The upper bound is four interroga-

tions per second.

7. Compute the signal environment for BCAS to DABS air-

craft outside the horizontal alarm volume. Outputs occur at var-

iable time intervals such that the track may be updated at the time

predicted for the DABS aircraft to be within 1 mini of the horizontal

alarm volume assuming a closure rate of 1000 knots. The model uses

the probabilities discussed in step 6 to obtain the expected number

of interrogations required to obtain two successful replies (hits).

The maximum per interval is limited to eight. Thus, from two to

eight interrogations will be scheduled per update interval . The max-

imum update interval is assumed to be 10 seconds and the minimum ,

1 second. The maximum allowable interrogation rate is four per second.

The aperiodic scheduling of the active BCAS DABS mode interro- —

gations is simulated by a uniform distribution of transmission times.

The distribution of transmission times is based on the expected in-

terrogation rate generated in steps 6 and 7 above. A flow diagram

of the BCAS simulation routine is shown in FIGURE 5.

23
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INPUTS
ENVIRONMENTA L FILES DABS
BCAS CHARACTERISTICS IN E!~~ACE

BCAS /ATCRBS
INTERROGATORS

1 BCAS/ DABS

L INTERROGATORS

BCAS SIGNAL
ARRIVALS
AT ALL A/C

5-

_ I  f

- 
- OUTPUTS

BCAS SIGNAL
ARRIVAL HISTORIES
TIME -ORDERED
ARRIVAL ARRAYS

FIGURE 5. BCAS FLOW DIAGRAM.
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SECTION 4

ANALYSIS

ATCRBS INTERROGATOR PERFORMANCE

To determine the impact on ATCRBS performance at the Washington ,
D. C.,terminal of deploying active BCAS in the airborne environment,

the ATCRBS ground performance with and without active BCAS was pre-

dicted. The performance of an ATCRBS ground interrogator is based

on the ability of the ground system to detect targets, and to validate

mode A (identity) and mode C (altitude).

Because active BCAS transmits ATCRBS interrogations and sup-

pressions and DABS interrogations, the total dead time of transponders

within its range is increased, thereby potentially degrading the

ability of the ground system to detect targets. The additional re-

plies elicited by the active BCAS interrogations appear as fruit to

the ground system, potentially degrading the DCA ARTS III processor’s

ability to validate mode A and mode C.

The following dead times were assumed for this analysis:

Transponder
BCAS Transmission Transponder Type Dead Time (us)

ATCRBS Interrogation ATCRBS 60
ATCRBS Suppression “ 35
DABS Interrogation “ 35
ATCRBS Interrogation DABS 35
ATCRBS Suppression “ 35
DABS Interrogation “ 200
(at transponder address)

DABS Interrogation “ 35
(not at transponder address)

25
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Aircraf t Deployment

The aircraft deployment used for the analysis was based on pre-

dicted 1981 air traffic densities for the Washington, D.C., National

Airport (DCA) area. To obtain the hypothetical deployment, a 1975

target listing from the Suitland enroute site was augmented with an

assumed growth rate of 3% per year. The resulting deployment con-

tam ed a total of 198 transponder-equipped aircraft within a radius

of 200 nm?around DCA. Of the total, 154 were assumed to have BCAS

equipment including a DABS transponder. The remaining 44 aircraft

were assumed to have ATCRBS transponders with mode C and mode A

capability.

The deployment is shown in FIGURE 6 and the distribution of air-

craft in range and altitude is shown in TABLE 5.

Ground-Based DABS DCU Transponders

In addition to the airborne transponder deployment described

above, approximately 25% of all airports (all FAA sites including DCA)
were assumed to have DABS transponders serving as DCIJ ’s located on

the ground approximately 1 nmi from the ATC interrogator.

Ground Interrogator of Interest

The analysis was conducted to predict the impact of acti ve BCAS

on the performance of the ATCRBS interrogator located at I)CA. The

interrogator is associated with an ARTS III processor. TABLE 6 is

a list of the characteristics of this interrogator.

200 mini radius was chosen since aircraft within this radius can
contribute fruit to the DCA ground receiver.

26
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FIGURE 6. DCA 1981 AIRCRAFT DEPLOYMENT.
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TABLE 5

1981 DCA AIRCRAFT DEPLOYMENT DISTRIBUTION

Alt itude Range

Altitude Number of Range Number of
(10O0-foo~t Aircraft in Increment Aircraft in
Increments) Increment (Nautical Miles) Increment

0-1 4 0-5 7
1-2 7 5-10 9
2-3 9 10-15 7

3-4 16 15-20 17
4-5 11 20-25 8
5-6 iS 25-30 12
6-7 12 30-35 8
7-8 12 35-40 8
8-9 5 40-45 6
9-10 8 45-50 11
10-11 7 50-55 3
11-12 1 55-60 4
12-13 4 60-65 10
13-14 0 - 65-70 4
14-15 4 70-75 4
15-16 11 75-80 9
16-17 2 80-85 8
17-18 2 85-90 3
18-19 2 90-95 5
19-20 1 95-100 5
20-21 - 6 100-105 4
21-22 - 2 105-110 7
22—23 2 110-115 3
23-24 3 115-120 1
24—25 5 120— 125 3
25—26 7 125-130 1
26-27 0 130- 135 2
27-28 2 135- 140 3
28—29 3 140— 145 2
29—30 3 145-150 4
30-31 5 150- 155 3
31-32 2 155- 160 3
32-33 0 160- 165 1
33-34 9 165-170 2
34-35 0 170-175 1
35-36 4 175- 180 1
36-37 2 180- 185 2
37-38 1 185- 190 3
38-39 0 190-195 2
39-40 3 195-200 2
40-41 0
41-42 2 -

42-43 0
43-44 1
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TA BLE 6

LOCATION AND CHARACTERISTICS OF DCA VICTIM INTER ROGATOR

Latitude 38° 51’ 42” N
Long itude 77 ° 02’ 02” W

Total Height 40 feet

Peak Power 0.1 kW

Receiver Sensitivity -87 dBm

Scan Rate 13 RPM

PRF Staggered 
-

SLS Type Improved SLS

Range of Receiver 200 nmi

Mode Sequence 3/A, 3/A, C

Mainbeam Gain +21 dBi

Sidelobe Gain - 7 dBi

Backlobe Gain -19 dBi

Mainbeain Width 4°
0Sidelobe Width 56

Backlobe Width 300°

Interrogator ATCBI-0004

Primary Radar Nomenclature ASR-0007

Directional Antenna Hazeltine-Tapered

STC Curve (Initial Depth) 40 dB

Ground Interrogator Environment

The ground interrogator environment consisted of all 219 inter-

rogators (including special-purpose) within a 500_nmia radius of

Washington, D.C.

aThe 500-nmi radius was selected since aircraft within range of the
DCA ground receiver may reply to some of these interrogators.
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Predictions were made with all the interrogators operating in

a present-day ATCRBS configuration, and then with a mix of 25% DABS

sensors/75% ATCRBS interrogators. Only FAA-controlled interrogators

were selected to be DABS sensors.

PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS

Four simulation runs were made. The all-ATCRBS ground environ-

ment and the 25%/75% DABS/ATCRBS ground environment were run both

with and without BCAS.

Reply Performance

TABLE 7 shows these predictions as referenced to the DCA cen-

tral interrogator. The average transponder probability of reply to

ATCRBS given in the table is found by dividing the total number of

transponder replies to the rICA interrogations for a complete 360°

scan of the DCA mainbeam by the total number of interrogations in

the same scan. Deploying BCAS caused four replies to be lost over

one scan in both ground environments. There are 198 aircraft within

range of DCA that receive approximately 18 valid interrogations per

scan summing to approximately 18 x 198 (3564) valid interrogations

per scan. The four replies lost due to BCAS, therefore, degrade

the average probability of reply by approximately one part per thou-

sand, as can be seen in the table.

TABLE 7 also shows the range of individual probabilities. De-

ploying BCAS did not significantly affect the range or distribution

of individual reply probabilities. The approximate distribution of

lost replies for all runs remained as follows :

- - 65% lost no replies 10% lost two replies

15% lost one reply 10% lost three to six replies

30
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TABLE 7

SIMU LATION RESULTS AT THE DCA INTERROGATOR

All-ATCRBS 25%/75% DABS/ATCRBS
Performance Criteria Ground Environment Ground Environment

- 
Without With Without With
BCAS BCAS BCAS BCAS

Average Transponder 0.957 0.956 0.963 0.962
Prob. of Reply

Individual Transponder 0.66-1.0 0.66-1.0 0.66-1.0 0.66-1.0
Prob. of ke~ly Range

Maximum Reductiona in - 5.6% - 5.6%
Individual Transponder
Reply Prob. due to BCAS

ATCRBS Fruit Rate 1211/s 1245/s 801/s 843/s

Roll Call Fruit Rate 0 22/s 31/s 54/s

Replies Blanked d~e to - 12 17 29
Roll Call Fruit

All-Call Fruit Rate 0 0 128/s 130/s

Mode A Validation 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Probability

Mode C Validation 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
Probability 

__________ __________- __________ _________

a
Four aircraft lost one reply each.

bLoss of replies not sufficient to cause loss of code validation .
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There are approximately 18 interrogations per mainbeam scan,

so each lost reply represents a degradation in individual reply prob-

ability of 5.6% on any one scan. The four replies lost due to de-

ploying BCAS occurred at four different aircraft such that the max-

imum reduction in individual reply probability was 5.6%.

Fruit Rates

The three types of fruit arriving at the DCA interrogator re-

ceiver are defined as follows:

ATCRBS fruit - ATCRBS replies elicited by ATCRBS and DABS in-

terrogators other than the DCA interrogator.

ROLL CALL fruit - DABS transponder replies to addressed inter-

rogat ions.

ALL CALL fruit - DABS replies elicited by DABS all call inter-

rogations.

The ATCRBS fruit rate increased slightly, as shown in TABLE 7 -

when BCAS was deployed. The reduction in ground interrogation rate

accompanying the 25%/75% DABS/ATCRBS ground system resulted in the

expected reduction in fruit rate when compared to the all-ATCRBS
ground environment.

The presence of DABS roll call fru it at the DCA interrogator
caused the receiver to be blanked out to ATCRBS replies for the dura-

tion of a DABS reply. The DABS reply consists of an 8-ps preamble

followed by a data block of 56 or 112 bits, each of which is 1 us

long. Assuming a long reply (120 us), the presence of DABS roll call

fruit caused the ATCRBS interrogator receiver to be blanked to ATCRBS

replies for a time equal to 120 ps x (roll call fruit rate due to

BCAS). TABLE 7 indicates that BCAS contributes 22 roll call fruit

- 32
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per second and will therefore cause b lanking  0.26% of the time . The

r a t L  of DABS rol l  ca l l  fruit due to the 2~ °~ DABS/ 75% ATCRBS ground

system alone i s  31/second or 0. 37% b l a n k i n g . The corresponding num-

ber of lost rcplies at the receiver is also shown in the table . Re-

pl ies lost due to DABS roll cal l  f r u i t  did not affect  target code

validation for the simulation .

Target Detection and Code Validation

All  targets were detected by the ARTS I I I  processor for a l l

performance runs made for this analysis. Mode A code was va lidated
for all targets and performance runs. Two aircraft failed mode C

code validation for all performance runs. These two aircraft appeared

in the mainbeam at approximately the same azimuth and were separated

in range by less than a rep ly length, resul ting in a synchronou~ gar-

ble cond ition.

Ind ividual Transponder Reply Probability

TABLE 8 summarizes the effect of deploy ing BCAS upon a ir borne
transponders. The average increase in dead time was 1700 us which

corresponds to a long-term average reduction in probability of reply

of 0.17%. The maximum increase in dead time (8700 us) corresponds

toa 0.87% reduction in reply probability.

Those aircraft that receive above-average BCAS-induced suppres-

sion and interrogation rates are located near the center of the ai~~
craft deployment . Three aircraft experienced BCAS-generated dead

time in excess of 6000 us; however, they did not lose replies due to

BCAS. Their locations are (referenced to I)CA):
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Bearing Range Altitude

19.5 degrees 11.1 nmi 7200 feet

0.0 degrees 2 nmi 3000 feet

3.0 degrees 2 nmi 2500 feet

TABLE 8

BCAS IMPACT ON TRANSPONDER PERFORMANCE

Average Increase in Dead Time 1700 us

Maximum Increase in Dead Time 8700 us

Average ATCRBS Interrogations Due to BCAS 7.6/s

Maximum ATCRBS Interrogations Due to BCAS 30.0/s

Average ATCRBS Suppression Due to BCAS 11.6/s

Maximum ATCRBS Suppression Due to BCAS 54.0/s

Average DABS Interrogation at “Others” Address 13.9/s

Maximum DABS Interrogation at “Others” Address 115.1/s

Average DABS Interrogation at “Own” Address 1.9/s

Maximum DABS Interrogation at “Own” Address 10.5/s

Fruit Rates at the BCAS

In addition to the runs described above , ECAC was tasked to make

£g_lLe run with an airborne BCAS interrogator as the victim to predict
tl~e level of airborne fruit. The one run was made with the aircraft
20,000 feet above Washington, D.C.,and an all-ATCRBS ground inter-

rogator environment assumed. The average fruit rate over one scan

was 4000 per second. The maximum instantaneous fruit rate during

any one pulse repetition period was 7200 fruit/second.
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DABS Power Programming

ECAC was also tasked to determine the effects of DABS power

programming schemes on the simulation results. A run was made

assuming all BCAS would interrogate aircraft within their horizontal

alarm volumes at full power. A 60-us increase per second in dead

time resulted at one of the airborne transponders. DABS power pro-

gramming had no detectable effect on ground system performance.

The aircraft distribution in the Washington, D.C., area was such

that only four of the BCAS aircraft had one DABS aircraft each in

their horizontal alarm volumes. This resulted in only a small part

of the total BCAS/DABS mode interrogations taking place under power

programming. Consequently, using power programming did not reduce

interference.
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SECTION 5

SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

RESULTS

1. Active BCAS-induced interference resulted in a maximum

5- 
predicted loss of one desired reply on any one Washington, D.C.,

(rICA) interrogator mainbeam illumination. A loss of one reply oc-

curred for four separate targets. Reply loss was independent of

changes in the ground environment.

2. The average predicted ATCRBS fruit rate at DCA increased

approximately 3% with the inclusion of active BCAS interrogators

in the environment. BCAS/DABS interrogations generated 22 roIl-

call fruit per second at the DCA terminal for the all—ATCRBS ground

environment case. A 74% increase in roll-call fruit resulted for

the mixed DABS/ATCRBS ground environment case when the BCAS was

deployed . Twelve desired replies were blanked by the additional

roll-call fruit over a period of one scan.

3. ARTS-Ill target detection and code validation predictions

were unchanged in all cases with the inclusion of active BCAS.

4. Predicted ATCRBS fruit rates at an airborne BCAS (20,000

feet) averaged 4000/s with instantaneous rates reaching 7200/s.

5. DABS power programming did not affect the predicted per-

formance of the ATCRBS in the DCA terminal environment.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. Deploying active BCAS in the 1980’s Washington , D.C.,

environment will result in a slight reduction in aircraft reply I
probability . 

.

2. Deploying active BCAS in the 198) Washington, D.C., I
environment will not impact the DCA ATCRBS ground receiver/processor I
performance.

3. DABS power programming is unnecessary in the Washington

terminal environment used for this analysis .

I

I
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